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Abstract
Research has strongly evidenced the disparity among media and public attitudes toward nonMuslim and Muslim perpetrators of crimes. Recent research demonstrated this discrepancy,
whereby non-Muslim perpetrators are viewed as mentally ill and humanized in the media, while
Muslim perpetrators are dehumanized and derogated (Elmasry & el-Nawawy, 2020; Mercier et
al., 2018). The present study sought to investigate the influence of the reported religious
affiliation of a perpetrator on participants’ (de)humanizing attitudes toward Muslims. NonMuslim undergraduate student participants (N = 122) completed a measure of Social Dominance
Orientation before exposure to a randomly assigned article reporting on a vehicle bombing with
either a Muslim, Christian, or unspecified religious affiliation perpetrator. Results show
moderate to higher SDO participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition displayed more
dehumanization toward Muslims, while those in the Christian and unspecified perpetrator
conditions displayed the opposite. Interestingly, psycholinguistic analyses demonstrated a similar
effect, with those in the Muslim and control perpetrator condition utilizing more negative affect
language in their free-writing responses than those in the Christian perpetrator condition.
Implications for how media reporting influences attitudes toward Muslims will be discussed,
along with future directions.

Keywords: Religious affiliation, (de)humanization, social dominance orientation,
psycholinguistics, intergroup relations.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

The ongoing disparity of media representations between minority and majority populations is
increasingly gaining attention. Specifically, minority populations are frequently represented in an
alternative manner when a crime is being reported (Atuel et al., 2007). Crimes committed by a
Muslim perpetrator, for example, are five times more likely to be labelled as “terrorism” in
comparison to crimes committed by a non-Muslim perpetrator (Betus et al., 2020). Furthermore,
media outlets often use inaccurate and over-generalized stereotypes (Eid, 2014) and have been
seen to dehumanize Muslims by using animalistic metaphors in news headlines (Steuter & Wills,
2010). Contrastingly, White non-Muslim perpetrators committing similar crimes causing more
fatalities are humanized in the media and considered mentally ill rather than terrorists (Elmasry
& el-Nawawy, 2020; Frisby, 2017). These depictions are highly influential on public behavioural
intentions and attitudes and may reinforce prejudice and encourage violence (Saleem et al., 2017;
Viki et al., 2013).
With the media using stereotypes and dehumanizing themes, adverse attitudes towards
Muslims continue to flourish. Recent research has observed what these representations look like
in mainstream media through psycholinguistic analysis (Platten et al., 2019), but of interest for
the current study was the influence of perpetrator religious affiliation on (de)humanization
toward Muslims and the psychology of language patterns in participants’ free-writing responses.
Also assessed was the individual difference variable, social dominance orientation (Sidanius &
Pratto, 2001; Pratto et al., 1994), which relates to a preference for group-based inequality. SDO
was assessed as a potential moderator of the effects of perpetrator religious affiliation on
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(de)humanization toward Muslims in the current study, as it has been consistently linked to
negative attitudes toward various outgroups (Costello & Hodson, 2010; Kteily et al., 2015). The
purpose of the current research was to empirically test whether the reported religious affiliation
of a perpetrator of a vehicle bombing impacted (de)humanizing attitudes towards a stigmatized
outgroup, Muslims, and to observe language patterns used by participants to communicate their
thoughts about the perpetrator’s intentions.

1.1 Representations of Muslims in Mainstream Media
Pivotal events in the past, such as 9/11 and the 7/7 bombings, have exacerbated how Muslim
populations would be considered for years to come. Muslims have endured stigmatization for
decades, with Western mainstream media utilizing stereotypic and negative representations
(Elseewi, 2015). When reporting attacks committed by a Muslim perpetrator, Canadian media
have used animalistic metaphors and labelled the perpetrator by religious affiliations and ethnoracial identities (Kanji, 2018; Steuter & Wills, 2010). Such representations can strongly
influence public beliefs, maintaining prejudice and Islamophobic attitudes (Ogan et al., 2014).
Experimentally, Schmuck and colleagues (2018) found that participants tended to label
perpetrators of terrorist attacks as Islamic extremists in scenarios in which religious affiliation
was both withheld and revealed. This labelling was related to stronger Islamophobic attitudes.
This research used news-style articles to demonstrate that participants’ evaluations of
perpetrators influenced attitudes toward Muslims more generally.
Research has shown that events are more often branded as a “terrorist attack” when the
perpetrator is reported as being Muslim (West & Lloyd, 2017). Habib and colleagues (2019)
assessed whether political orientation influenced participants’ attitudes toward a perpetrator of a
mass shooting in two experiments. More specifically, their research addressed the varying ways
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in which perpetrators are presented in the media depending on their religious affiliation.
Researchers manipulated a crime scenario describing a mass shooting by altering the
perpetrator’s religious affiliation, either Christian or Muslim, and noted details related to their
mental health, social life, childhood, and religion. Participants were asked to rate the level of
various factors they believed were influential to the crime (e.g., religion, mental health, social
life). Further, researchers used a writing task to observe the type of language – religious or
mental health-related words – used by participants to communicate the crimes to others. The
results indicated that liberal participants put less emphasis on religion being a casual factor when
the perpetrator was Muslim, whereas conservative participants put more emphasis on religion
when the perpetrator was Muslim (Habib et al., 2019, Experiment 2). Conservative participants
were more likely to select news headlines relating to religion and terrorism for a Muslim
perpetrator, with marginally similar results for liberal participants’ headline selection for a
Christian perpetrator. Measures of remorse were also analyzed, whereby conservative
participants believed a Muslim perpetrator felt significantly less remorse than the Christian
perpetrator (Habib et al., 2019).
Research using other methodology has confirmed stereotypic views of Arabs and
Muslims in media. Research by Saleem and Anderson (2013) utilized a popular video game,
Counter Strike, for two experimental conditions and a nonviolent golfing game for the control
condition. The experimental groups were comprised of American participants attending Iowa
State University, and their objective was to eliminate enemy forces, either Arab or Russian, and
the control group was asked to play a virtual round of golf. The Arab terrorist game was set in
the Middle East with sand, date trees, Arabic scripture on walls, and the Arabic terrorist having
stereotypic traits such as darker skin tone, facial hair, turbans, AK47s. The Russian terrorist
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game was set in a snowy location with the Russian terrorists depicting traits such as light skin
colour, no facial hair, and snow fatigues (Saleem & Anderson, 2013). Following gameplay,
participants were asked to draw what they believed a typical Arab and Caucasian individual
looked like and respond to explicit anti-Arab attitude measures. Results demonstrated stronger
anti-Arab attitudes for those playing the anti-terrorist game, with drawings of Arabs including
stereotypic symbols such as guns and bombs more frequently than those in the control condition.
Notably, the study included a free-response component, in which participants were able to draw
their perceptions of the groups mentioned above. Free-response is a relatively rare approach in
this domain and one which warrants further attention. Importantly, the current research also took
a step toward addressing this gap by utilizing a free-writing response component to observe
themes of (de)humanization and affect in participants’ responses to the article exposure.

1.2 Dehumanization
Dehumanization is a psychological construct that refers to the denial of humanness to perceived
outgroups while ascribing humanness to one’s ingroup (Haslam, 2006). The research literature is
quite extensive, demonstrating various forms of dehumanization from subtle, such as
infrahumanization (Leyens et al., 2000), to blatant, such as the ascent of evolution and use of
animalistic metaphors (Kteily et al., 2015; Steuter & Wills, 2010). Haslam (2006) suggests two
dimensions of humanness: Uniquely Human (UH) and Human Nature (HN). UH encompasses
qualities that distinguish humans from animals. Characteristics such as cognitive sophistication,
logical thinking, social skills, moral sensibility, and courteous behaviour are qualities that are
thought to be unique to humans (Haslam, 2006). These qualities are more specific from one
person to the next and are acquired throughout life rather than inherent characteristics (Haslam,
2006). Denying outgroups of UH qualities results in animalistic dehumanization by linking the
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outgroups’ qualities to that of animals. The HN dimension contains qualities inherent and shared
by humans, like interpersonal warmth, emotion, and individuality. When groups are denied HN
qualities, they are being mechanistically dehumanized as their lack of such inherent qualities
resembles that of machines (Haslam, 2006). Haslam’s model has been used in qualitative content
analysis research that developed coding schemes of UH and HN dimensions to analyze two
major Malaysian newspapers (Christie & Noor, 2017). Their results revealed intergroup
derogation among Malays and Chinese Malaysians, with Chinese Malaysians portrayed as
materialistic, calculating, and untrustworthy – an example of mechanistic dehumanization.
Research by Haji and colleagues (2021) utilized these coding schemes to address the frequency
of (de)humanizing and (dis)trustful media discourse in the immediate aftermath and tenth
anniversary of the 7/7 bombings in London, UK. When representing Muslims, a higher
frequency of dehumanizing and distrustful language in popular newspapers was observed during
the tenth anniversary of the bombings.
Haslam’s (2006) domains of (de)humanization offer insight into the variability of how
groups can be perceived. Animalistic dehumanization, for example, or the denial of more
complex secondary emotions, such as sympathy and compassion, is similar to the construct
infrahumanization (Leyens et al., 2000). Infrahumanization is considered a subtler form of
dehumanization, which involves the denial of a “human essence” by not attributing secondary
emotions to outgroups and subsequently applying primary emotions. Primary emotions are
viewed as more primitive, therefore, more likely to be shared with animals. Such ascription of
primary emotions and denial of secondary emotions typically found in humans results in the
dehumanization of the outgroup (Leyens et al., 2000; Leyens et al., 2007). Further, individuals
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will ascribe secondary emotions to their ingroup, thus humanizing themselves while denying
outgroups the same emotions (Demoulin et al., 2004; Leyens et al., 2001; Paladino et al., 2002).
Dehumanization of Muslims
Some literature has proposed a connection between dehumanization and the motivation to
torture outgroups. Viki and colleagues (2013) investigated the effects of UH and HN trait words
on Christian participants’ support for the torture of Muslim prisoners of war. Specifically,
participants were randomly assigned to one of two experimental conditions: High-humanity or
low-humanity conditions. High-humanity exposed participants to a vignette that utilized words
strongly associated with UH and HN, therefore humanizing Muslims, and low-humanity exposed
participants to a vignette that utilized words that were weakly associated with UH and HN,
therefore dehumanizing Muslims. Results indicated that participants in the low-humanity, or
dehumanizing condition, reported more willingness and support for the torture of Muslims.
Furthermore, researchers measured (de)humanization following exposure to the vignette, where
participants in the high-humanity condition ascribed more human-like words to Muslims
compared to participants in the low-humanity condition (Viki et al., 2013). This research offers
compelling support for the importance of investigating the effects of language on outgroup
attitudes and how dehumanization can exacerbate outgroup aggression.
More blatant forms of dehumanization have also been observed against Muslims. In
media, Muslims have been subject to blatant animalistic metaphors, such as being labelled
“vermin” and “lazy parasites” (Steuter & Wills, 2010; Musloff, 2015). Research by Kteily and
colleagues (2015) demonstrated a strong association between blatant dehumanization and
individual differences supporting social inequality compared to more subtle or implicit
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dehumanization. Blatant dehumanization was measured by the perceived ascent of evolution of
particular groups, known as the “Ascent of (Hu)Man” measure (Kteily et al., 2015). Their results
demonstrated an increase in blatant dehumanization directly following a violent attack, such as
the Boston Marathon bombing, which predicted support for torture and violent backlash, similar
to the results found in the research by Viki and colleagues (2013; Kteily et al., 2015). This direct
link between blatant dehumanization and negative outgroup attitudes and violence is noteworthy,
as it speaks to the real-world consequences of dehumanization. For example, Kteily and
colleagues (2017) demonstrated that majority Americans blatantly dehumanized immigrant
populations, specifically Muslims and Mexicans, which was strongly associated with support for
exclusionary immigrant policies. Additionally, minority populations that feel blatantly
dehumanized by the majority have exhibited aggressive attitudes and behaviour toward the
majority, resulting in what is known as meta-dehumanization (Kteily, Hodson, & Bruneau,
2016). This cyclical pattern essentially maintains ongoing intergroup conflict and hostility.
Humanization
Ascribing humanness to a person or group is the basic premise of humanization.
Haslam’s (2006) theory of humanness and its two dimensions, UH and HN, works in a reverse
way as dehumanization, as it is the direct opposite. Attributing human-like qualities, whether UH
or HN, to a person or group represents them positively and favourably, and in a similar vein,
applying secondary emotions (or complex, higher-order emotions) to a person or group has a
similar result (Leyens et al., 2007).
Recent research investigated the link between language and psychological theory
associated with (de)humanization by examining the discourse used in the New York Times to
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represent Muslim populations in the four years surrounding 9/11 (Platten et al., 2019). This
research involved 7,192 newspaper articles and used computerized language analysis (CLA)
software called Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) to compare the frequency of
humanizing and dehumanizing language used to represent Muslims in mainstream media in the
two years preceding and following 9/11. Results indicated an increase in humanizing discourse
concerning Muslims in the years following 9/11, thereby warranting some optimism regarding
outgroup attitudes toward this stereotyped group in the immediate aftermath of a pivotal attack.
Importantly, psycholinguistic analysis is a more in-depth method to examine themes that may not
be discoverable using traditional psychological scales. This approach provides the present study
an advantage to assess participants’ spontaneous descriptions of terrorist perpetrators belonging
to different religious affiliations.

1.3 Psycholinguistic Analysis
Investigating attitudes toward groups by assessing individuals’ reactions to particular stimuli can
allow for an intuitive understanding of media’s influence. Psycholinguistic analysis is a scientific
method that has been successfully used to retrieve information that may be unattainable from a
closed-ended self-report questionnaire (Mehl, 2006). Over the past few decades, technological
advancements have accelerated research by going beyond a laboratory setting (Boyd &
Pennebaker, 2015). Content analysis has often been used in psychological research (e.g., Brown,
2006); however, the subjective bias within this method is a disadvantage. Computerized
software, such as dictionary-based software, can objectively evaluate hundreds of thousands of
words at a time (Boyd & Pennebaker, 2015) and therefore avoids much of the bias associated
with subjective analyses.
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Dictionary-based software is a top-down approach that allows for inferences about the
nature of the language being analyzed. This method encourages a deeper understanding of
language, which ultimately promotes an increased comprehension of the overall message of a
given text. Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) is popular software that reads a body of
text word-by-word and categorizes each word to preselected dictionaries (Tausczik &
Pennebaker, 2010). The program user can select which dictionaries to compare the text to in
order to receive relevant output, such as positive or negative affect dictionaries (Mehl, 2006).
These built-in dictionaries are psychometrically sound, with extensive testing conducted over
several years before completion (Pennebaker et al., 2015). Additionally, users can have a more
customized experience by uploading custom dictionaries comprised of relevant words for the
topic at hand.
From an observational standpoint, research analyzing Tweets following the Paris terrorist
attacks discovered various emotions relating to affect the month following the attacks (Garcia, &
Rimé, 2019). Using LIWC, researchers observed language related to anxiety leading to sadness
beginning the day after the attacks, with anger being a weaker response. Similarly, LIWC was
used to analyze words from messages sent to text pagers 30 minutes before and 30 minutes after
the 9/11 attacks (Back al., 2010). Following the attacks, words related to anxiety increased but
returned to baseline afterward. Words related to anger were observed immediately after the first
airplane hit the World Trade Center and continued to increase steadily as information was
released by the media (Back et al., 2010). This analysis technique provides an in-depth
understanding of human reactions.
Experimentally and more relevant to the current research, LIWC has been used to
evidence a relationship between affect language and dehumanization toward immigrants,
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measured on the Ascent of (Hu)Man scale, endorsement of social harm, and jail time,
(Markowitz & Slovic, 2020). Markowitz and Slovic (2020) analyzed various social,
psychological, and demographic characteristics and their relationship with immigrant
dehumanization. Dehumanization and social harm, among other variables, correlated with the
language used by participants to explain their thoughts and feelings on immigrant jail sentencing.
Participants that supported the social harm of illegal U.S. immigrants used less positive affect
and tended to dehumanize immigrants more (Markowitz & Slovic, 2020). This study was novel
by creating a link between dehumanization and language, offering insight into the current study’s
findings. Contrastingly, a recent study by Markowitz and colleagues (2021) explored COVID-19
dehumanization and its relation to negative affect via LIWC software. Their results demonstrated
an opposite finding to the previous research, where negative affect was more frequently used in
responses by those that exhibited less dehumanization toward Asians. These studies inspire
further use of language analysis to obtain a deeper understanding of people’s thoughts and
feelings that might not be detectable via closed-ended self-report measures.
LIWC was utilized for the current research to analyze participants’ free-writing responses
to an open-ended question. Previous (de)humanization dictionaries were used to observe any
themes specific to (de)humanization theory (Platten et al., 2019). LIWC’s built-in positive and
negative affect dictionaries were also used to obtain a secondary perspective of the conditional
effect on participants’ perception of the perpetrator’s intention and motivation, specific to their
conditional exposure. Investigating (de)humanization towards outgroups through
psycholinguistic techniques following article exposure reporting on a terrorist attack would be
informative in and of itself. However, individual differences play a role in participants’ beliefs.
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Of relevance, Social Dominance Orientation (SDO) was measured as a potential moderator of
the effects of perpetrator religious affiliation on attitudes towards Muslims.

1.4 Social Dominance Orientation
Within society, social biases for inequality promote categorization by viewing certain groups as
the “other”. This bias can lead to a preference for one’s ingroup to be more dominant than the
“other” in a hierarchical fashion. Such preference for an ingroup’s superior position within an
intergroup hierarchy can be measured with the Social Dominance Orientation scale (SDO;
Sidanius & Pratto, 2001; Pratto et al., 1994). SDO was established on the theoretical foundation
of Social Dominance Theory (SDT), in which social hierarchies are considered based on
particular components that contribute to the sustainment of this group-based ranking (Sidanius et
al., 2004). SDO has been seen as a direct predictor influencing prejudicial attitudes towards
outgroups, therefore presenting as an essential component when analyzing how individuals
consider intergroup relations (Whitley Jr, 1999). Specifically, higher SDO scorers have been
seen to exhibit lower levels of humanization towards immigrants as well as higher levels of
prejudicial attitudes (Costello & Hodson, 2010). Research suggests that negative attitudes
towards immigrants arise from a power dynamic, whereby majority groups view immigrants as
less-than (Markowitz & Slovic, 2020).
The relationship between SDO and blatant forms of dehumanization towards Muslims
has been observed in research by Kteily and colleagues (2015), wherein participants were asked
to rate Muslims and other groups on an ascent of evolution scale, Ascent of (Hu)Man. Their
results indicated that participants more prone to supporting intergroup hierarchy viewed their
ingroup as more evolved than “others”. Alternatively, lower SDO scores are typically
representative of more inclusive, liberal views of outgroups, supporting a lower degree of
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dehumanization (Prati et al., 2016). Given its strong relationship with (de)humanization, SDO
was considered in the present study as a potential moderating variable on (de)humanizing
attitudes towards Muslims.

1.5 The Current Research
Media reports of attacks on the public pair Muslim perpetrators with terrorism, religious
extremism, and dehumanizing representations, whereas White non-Muslim perpetrators
performing a similar action are often portrayed in humanizing terms and described as mentally ill
(Elmasry & el-Nawawy, 2020; Mercier et al., 2018). The research in this domain spans from
qualitative to experimental, with some emphasis on (de)humanization as a means to
operationalize public attitudes. Very little research has combined this with psycholinguistic
analysis, specifically computerized language analysis, of participants’ free-writing responses.
The current study took a step forward by investigating the influence of perpetrator religious
affiliation on (de)humanization towards Muslims and by psychologically analyzing the language
patterns in participants’ free-writing responses. Participants were asked to write a response to an
open-ended question following exposure to a news article excerpt with three conditions
displaying either a Muslim, Christian, or unspecified perpetrator. (De)humanization toward
Muslims was subsequently measured via closed-ended self-report scales. It is essential to
highlight that the article excerpts, which discuss a vehicle bombing causing fatalities, were
drawn from legitimate news articles, and only the perpetrator’s religious affiliation was altered.
Moreover, the present study was inspired by Habib and colleagues’ (2019) research that
observed the effects of political ideology on participants’ interpretation of a mass shooting
committed by either a Muslim or Christian perpetrator. The current work sought to extend this
research by investigating the psychological construct of (de)humanization toward Muslims and
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psycholinguistic analysis of participants’ free-writing responses to an open-ended question. The
effects of SDO were considered rather than political orientation, as SDO has been observed in
the literature as a strong predictor of negative outgroup attitudes and dehumanization (Costello &
Hodson, 2010; Haslam & Loughnan, 2014; Kteily et al., 2015; Prati et al., 2015). SDO was
considered in the present study by analyzing it as a moderator. Main effects and interaction
effects were hypothesized:
1. Participants who read the article with a Muslim perpetrator will display more
dehumanization toward Muslims on direct measures and free-writing responses than
participants in the Christian and control perpetrator group.
2. Participants who score higher on SDO will exhibit more dehumanizing attitudes towards
Muslims than those scoring lower.
3. Participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition scoring higher on SDO will exhibit more
dehumanization attitudes towards Muslims, while lower-scorers in the Christian
perpetrator condition will exhibit more humanization towards Muslims.
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Chapter 2

2

Method

2.1 Participants
The sample was comprised of 122 non-Muslim Laurentian University undergraduate students: 99
female, 20 male, and 3 participants who preferred not to say. The age of participants ranged from
17 to 52 (M = 24.60, SD = 7.62). Students were recruited via Laurentian University’s research
participant pool on the SONA system, where a recruitment script was posted (see Appendix A).
Students received 0.5% course credit in exchange for their participation. Students who identified
as Muslim were welcome to participate in this study; however, their data was removed to ensure
the attitudes measured were reflected as “outgroup” attitudes. Random assignment of participants
to one of three experimental conditions was achieved with Qualtrics’ randomization function.

2.2 Measures and Materials
Manipulation of Perpetrator Religious Affiliation.
Based on random assignment, participants were exposed to one of three manipulation
conditions—the Muslim perpetrator condition (n = 32), Christian perpetrator condition (n = 40),
or control condition (unspecified religious affiliation; n = 50; see Appendix B). Due to ethical
considerations and a desire to avoid disseminating false information about any religious group,
passages contained an excerpt from a real online news article with the only alterations relating to
the reported religious affiliation of the perpetrator. The justification for using an excerpt from a
real news article is that participants have the chance to come in contact with the article in their
everyday life.
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Manipulation-check.
To observe whether participants attended to the detail of the perpetrator’s religion, and to
verify the strength of the passage exposure, one manipulation-check question and two attentioncheck questions were included (see Appendix C). All three questions were included immediately
following the free-writing response prompt to offer participants stronger memory recall. The
manipulation-check question asked participants to recall the perpetrator’s religious affiliation in
the article they read. The first attention-check question asked participants to report on the nature
of the attack via multiple-choice response, while the second measured participants’ perception of
the severity of the attack, with responses being reported on a 5-point scale (1 = not at all severe,
5 = very severe).
Social Dominance Orientation.
Social Dominance Orientation (Pratto et al., 1994) is described as an individual’s
preference for group-based social hierarchy. Responses to sixteen statements such as
“Sometimes other groups must be kept in their place” were reported on a 7-point Likert scale (1
= strongly disagree, to 7 = strongly agree; see Appendix E).
(De)humanization.
6-item scales of human uniqueness and human nature (Bastian & Haslam, 2010).
Participants reported their level of agreement on a 7-point Likert scale to items such as “I feel
like these people are refined and cultured” and “I feel like these people have interpersonal
warmth” (1 = strongly disagree, to 7 = strongly agree; see Appendix E).
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Ascent of (Hu)Man.
A 6-item measure of blatant dehumanization whereby participants rate various groups
along a slider scale of the ascent of evolution, with 1 representing unevolved and 6 being fully
evolved (Kteily et al., 2015; see Appendix E).
Dictionary-based Software.
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) is computer
software that has psychometrically verified built-in dictionaries in which it categorizes various
words in a given text. A processing function read participants’ free responses to the open-ended
question: “In your own words, what do you believe the perpetrator's intention was? What do you
think motivated this perpetrator to commit these acts?” and compared them to the built-in
dictionaries that reflect affect words. The positive affect dictionary has 620 words, such as love,
nice, sweet, and the negative affect dictionary has 744 words, such as hurt, ugly, nasty
(Pennebaker, Boyd, Jordan, & Blackburn, 2015). Custom dictionaries were also uploaded to
LIWC to observe (de)humanizing themes, created previously for an Honours thesis (Platten et
al., 2019).
Demographics Questionnaire.
At the end of the study, participants responded to various demographics questions, asking
about their age, gender, program of study, religious affiliation, and ethnicity. These series of
questions will be presented at the very end of the study, just before the debriefing, so as not to
potentially bias participants’ responses to the outcome measures (see Appendix D).
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2.3 Procedure
The study was available for participation on Laurentian’s research participant pool, SONA.
Participants were first prompted to read the informed consent and electronically identify whether
they wished to proceed with the study. If participants chose not to proceed, they were directed to
the end of the study. Those who proceeded were first given the individual difference measure of
social dominance orientation.
Following the individual difference measure, participants were randomly assigned to one
of three experimental conditions (Muslim perpetrator, Christian perpetrator, or control
condition), where they were asked to read an article reporting on a vehicle bombing.
Manipulation-check questions followed to enhance memory recall. Following this exposure,
participants were prompted to respond to the article in a free-writing fashion by explaining what
they believed the perpetrator’s intentions and motivations were. A minimum word count was set
to ensure enough language was captured for analyses. Participants then responded to other
outcome measures of (de)humanization, including Bastian and Haslam’s (2010) human nature
and human uniqueness measures and Kteily and colleagues’ (2015) Ascent of (Hu)Man measure.
Finally, demographic questions were displayed with a suspicion probe to inquire the participants’
assumptions of the study’s purpose. Participants were then presented with the debriefing sheet
and were asked given the option to withdraw their data.
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Chapter 3

3

Results

3.1 Preliminary Analyses
Data screening was performed to prepare and clean the data prior to the main analyses. First, data
were deleted from the sample due to participants’ requests to destroy their data (n = 11), and data
for 9 additional participants were deleted based on a large number of missing values. Data for
those identifying as Muslim (n = 11) were excluded from the final analysis to maintain a true
outgroup interpretation of the results. Data were deleted for participants who failed the
manipulation check measure (n = 30). Lastly, seven participants were excluded based on their
responses to the suspicion probe. This left a final sample of 122 participants for the main
analyses.
Descriptive statistical analyses are presented by condition in Table 1, with total sample
results and alpha reliability included. Bivariate correlation analyses are presented in Table 2. The
negative correlations relating to SDO and (de)humanization measures are consistent with past
literature, whereby higher SDO scores are related to lower ratings of Muslim humanness. The
main analyses consisted of moderated multiple regression and psycholinguistic analyses. An
alpha criterion of .05 was applied to all inferential analyses.
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Main Measures Sorted by Condition

Measure
Predictor
variables
Social
Dominance
Orientation
Criterion
variables
Human Nature
Human
Uniqueness
Ascent of
(Hu)Man

Muslim
Perpetrator
(n = 32)
M
SD

Control
(n = 50)
M

SD

Christian
Perpetrator
(n = 40)
M
SD

Total
(N = 122)

Reliability

M

SD

α

2.14

.94

2.10

.75

2.23

.99

2.15

.88

.89

4.91

1.15

5.57

1.15

5.62

1.06

5.41

.97

.90

5.13

1.28

5.53

1.17

5.60

1.15

5.44

1.20

.89

4.35b

1.08

4.72

.70

4.65

.70

4.60c

.82

—a

Note. Predictor variables were assessed prior to condition assessment.
a Cronbach’s alpha could not be assessed as the Ascent of (Hu)Man measure is a single-item
scale.
b n = 31
c N = 121
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Table 2
Zero-order Correlations Between Main Measures

SDO
Social Dominance Orientation (SDO)

HN

HU

Ascent of
(Hu)Man

—

Human Nature (HN)

-.260**

—

Human Uniqueness (HU)

-.198*

.845**

—

Ascent of (Hu)Mana

-.429**

.385**

.349**

—

a

N = 121
*. Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).

3.2 Between-group Comparisons
The sample was comprised of 122 participants, including 54 who identified as Christian (44%).
Of the 122 participants, 98 reported having direct contact with Muslims (80%), 69% whom
reported the contact as positive to very positive. All 122 participants reported having directcontact experience with Christians (100%), with 71% reporting the contact as positive to very
positive and 24% reporting the experience as neither positive nor negative.
A manipulation-check question was included to measure the salience of the perpetrator’s
religious affiliation, as this single detail was the only differing factor across conditions. This was
used as an exclusionary measure, whereby participants responding incorrectly had their data
removed to ensure the manipulation was effective. An attention-check question relating to the
nature of the attack was utilized to observe whether participants noticed the specific attack
committed, being a vehicle bombing. Most participants responded correctly (95%), with the
remaining reporting on various attacks (e.g., a stabbing, a shooting, no attack was committed).
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The second attention-check question related to the participants’ perceived severity of the
bombing mentioned in the article. This was measured on a 5-point scale (1 = not at all severe to
5 = very severe). Participants in all three conditions reported the attack as being somewhat to
fairly severe: control perpetrator condition (M = 3.88, SD = 0.94), Christian perpetrator condition
(M = 3.95, SD = 0.78), and Muslim perpetrator condition (M = 4.03, SD = 0.86). A one-way
between-subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of perpetrator religious
affiliation on the perceived severity of the attack in the Muslim, Christian, and unidentified
(control) perpetrator conditions. There was no significant effect of the perpetrator’s religious
affiliation on the perceived severity of the attack, F(2, 119) = .297, p = .744. This suggests that
regardless of the perpetrator, the attack was perceived as considerably severe across conditions.

3.3 Main Analyses: Main and Moderated Effects of Perpetrator
Religious Affiliation on Attitudes
The multi-categorical manipulation variable was dummy-coded into two sets to prepare for main
analyses (see Table 3). The continuous predictor variable was subsequently mean-centered to
prepare for regression analyses. Moderated multiple regression analyses were performed with
Hayes’ PROCESS macro (version 3.5; 2018) for SPSS Statistics 27. The direct influence of the
social dominance orientation and perpetrator religious affiliation and their interaction were
assessed separately for each criterion variable. For the criterion variables, (de)humanization
toward Muslims was measured with Bastian and Haslam’s (2010) (de)humanization measures:
Human nature and human uniqueness, and the reported evolution of Muslims was measured with
the Ascent of (Hu)Man measure (Kteily et al., 2015).
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Table 3
Dummy-coding of Multicategorical Manipulation Variable
Set #1

Set #2

Condition
X1
X2
X1
X2
Muslim Perpetrator
1
0
1
0
Control
0
0
0
1
Christian Perpetrator
0
1
0
0
Note. Set #1 = Control as comparison group; Set #2 = Christian perpetrator as comparison group;
X1 = Dummy Variable 1; X2 = Dummy Variable 2.

Human Nature
The first set of analyses used the control condition as the comparison group. There was a
significant Muslim vs. control X SDO interaction, as shown in Table 4. To visualize the
conditional effect of the Muslim perpetrator manipulation and SDO on human nature (HN)
scores, the data were plotted as shown in Figure 1. Simple slopes analysis revealed a significant
effect of the manipulation at moderate SDO, b = .27, t(116) = -.2.54, p = .01, and higher SDO, b
= .39, t(116) = -3.36, p = .001, consistent with hypotheses. The Muslim perpetrator condition
was a significant predictor of HN scores (p = .013). Consistent with hypotheses, the Muslim
perpetrator condition was associated with more dehumanizing attitudes towards Muslims (PV =
4.90) compared to the control condition (PV = 5.57). The Christian perpetrator condition was not
a significant predictor of HN scores with control as comparison. SDO was not a significant
predictor of human nature scores.
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Table 4
Regression Model Coefficients for Social Dominance Orientation by Muslim Perpetrator
Condition on Human Nature: Control as Comparison
Predictor
Intercept
Social Dominance Orientation (SDO)
Muslim vs. Control Perpetrator
SDO x Muslim vs. Control Perpetrator

Coefficient (SE)
5.57 (.17)
.02 (.22)
–.67 (.27)
–.73 (.32)

T
33.51
.09
–2.53
–2.31

P
.000*
.932
.013*
.023*

Model R2
0.17
F = 4.64 < .001*
2
Interaction ΔR
0.04
F = 2.72
.070
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized and based on models with all primary variables entered.
*p < .05

Figure 1. Interaction effect of Muslim perpetrator condition versus Control X SDO on human
nature scores. Human nature is a 6-item measure rated on a 7-point Likert scale (Bastian &
Haslam, 2010). Lower scores indicate more dehumanizing attitudes towards Muslims.
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There were no significant interactions when the Christian perpetrator condition was the
comparison group; however, the perpetrator condition was a significant predictor of HN scores
(p < .01). The Muslim perpetrator condition was associated with lower HN scores towards
Muslims (PV = 4.90) compared to the Christian perpetrator condition (PV = 5.65). Regression
coefficients are presented in Table 5. SDO significantly predicted HN scores (p = .027), with
lower-scoring SDO participants reporting higher HN scores towards Muslims (PV = 6.07) than
higher-scoring SDO participants (PV = 5.23). Perpetrator religious affiliation was not a
significant predictor of HN scores when the control condition was compared to the Christian
perpetrator condition.
Table 5
Regression Model Coefficients for Social Dominance Orientation by Muslim Perpetrator
Condition on Human Nature: Christian Perpetrator as Comparison
Predictor
Intercept
Social Dominance Orientation (SDO)
Muslim vs. Christian Perpetrator
SDO x Muslim vs. Christian Perpetrator

Coefficient (SE)
5.65 (.19)
-.42 (.19)
-.75 (.28)
–.29 (.29)

T
30.37
-2.23
-2.70
-.99

p
<.001*
.027*
.008*
.32

Model R2
0.17
F = 4.64 < .001*
Interaction ΔR2
0.04
F = 2.72
.070
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized and based on models with all primary variables entered.
*p < .05

Human Uniqueness
With control as comparison, the overall model with SDO as the moderator was
marginally significant, F(5,116) = 2.25, p = .054, R2 = .09. However, there were no significant
interactions or significant predictors of human uniqueness (HU) scores compared to the control
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group for either experimental condition. SDO was also not a significant predictor of human
uniqueness scores.
With Christian perpetrator condition as comparison, the overall model was marginally
significant, F(5,116) = 2.25, p = .054, R2 = .09. There were no significant interactions; however,
the effect of the Muslim perpetrator condition was approaching significance (p = .076). Predicted
values analysis revealed that participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition had slightly more
dehumanizing views of Muslims (PV = 5.13) in comparison to the Christian perpetrator
condition (PV = 5.63). SDO was a significant direct predictor of HU scores (p = .028):
Participants scoring lower on SDO reported more humanization of Muslims (PV = 6.05) than
higher-SDO scores (PV = 5.21). Regression coefficients are displayed in Table 6.
Table 6
Regression Model Coefficients for Social Dominance Orientation by Muslim Perpetrator on
Human Uniqueness: Christian Perpetrator as Comparison
Predictor
Intercept
Social Dominance Orientation (SDO)
Muslim vs. Christian Perpetrator
SDO x Muslim vs. Christian Perpetrator

Coefficient (SE)
5.63 (.19)
-.42 (.19)
-.50 (.28)
.03 (.29)

T
30.38
-2.23
1.79
.10

p
.000*
.028*
.076
.922

Model R2
0.09
F = 2.25
.054
2
Interaction ΔR
0.02
F = 1.48
.231
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized and based on models with all primary variables entered.
*p < .05

Ascent of (Hu)Man
There was a significant Muslim vs. control X SDO interaction on Ascent of (Hu)Man
scores for evolvedness of Muslims (p = .001). Regression coefficients are presented in Table 7.
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As shown in Figure 2, participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition rated Muslims as less
evolved than participants in the control condition. Simple slopes revealed a significant effect of
the manipulation observed for moderate SDO, b = -.35, t(116) = -2.18, p = .03, and higher SDO,
b = -.93, t(116) = -3.90, p < .001. The Muslim perpetrator condition was significantly associated
with lower scores (p = .03), whereby the Muslim perpetrator condition was associated with less
evolved views of Muslims (PV = 4.36) compared to the control condition (PV = 4.71). The
Christian perpetrator condition did not significantly predict Ascent of (Hu)Man scores for
evolvedness of Muslims compared to control, nor did SDO.
Table 7
Regression Model Coefficients for Social Dominance Orientation by Muslim Perpetrator on
Ascent of (Hu)Man Muslim Item: Control as Comparison
Predictor
Intercept
Social Dominance Orientation (SDO)
Muslim vs. Control Perpetrator
SDO x Muslim vs. Control Perpetrator

Coefficient (SE)
4.71 (.10)
-.11 (.13)
–.35 (.16)
–.65 (.19)

T
46.98
-.82
–2.14
–3.39

P
.000*
.416
.035*
.001*

Model R2
0.29
F = 9.31 < .001*
Interaction ΔR2
0.07
F = 5.88
.004*
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized and based on models with all primary variables entered.
*p < .05
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Figure 2. Interaction effect between social dominance orientation and perpetrator manipulation
condition on the Muslim item of Ascent of (Hu)Man (Kteily, Bruneau, Waytz, & Cotterill,
2015). Ascent of (Hu)Man is a 6-item scale measured on a 5-point slider scale. Lower scores
indicate less evolvedness.
With the Christian perpetrator condition as comparison, there was a significant Muslim
vs. Christian X SDO interaction on the rated evolvedness of Muslims (p = .024; see Table 8). As
shown in Figure 2, those in the Muslim perpetrator condition reported lower levels of
evolvedness of Muslims compared to participants in the Christian perpetrator condition. Simple
slopes revealed a marginal significance for moderate SDO, b = .31, t(116) = 1.86, p = .07, and a
significant relationship observed at higher SDO, b = .67, t(116) = 2.97, p = .004. A marginal
main effect was observed for the Muslim perpetrator condition on the reported evolvedness of
Muslims (p = .07), with rated evolvedness being lower in the Muslim perpetrator condition (PV
= 4.36) in comparison to the Christian perpetrator condition (PV = 4.67). SDO was a significant
direct predictor of Ascent of (Hu)Man scores (p = .003), with lower-SDO scoring participants
rating Muslims as less evolved (PV = 5.02) in comparison to higher-SDO scoring participants
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(PV = 4.32). The control condition was not a significant predictor of HN scores compared to the
Christian perpetrator condition.
Table 8
Regression Model Coefficients for Social Dominance Orientation by Muslim Perpetrator on
Ascent of (Hu)Man Muslim Item: Christian Perpetrator as Comparison
Predictor
Intercept
Social Dominance Orientation (SDO)
Muslim vs. Christian Perpetrator
SDO x Christian vs. Muslim Perpetrator

Coefficient (SE)
4.67 (.11)
-.35 (.11)
-.31 (.17)
-.41 (.18)

T
41.66
-3.10
–1.83
-2.29

p
<.001*
.003*
.070
.024*

Model R2
0.29
F = 9.31 < .001*
2
Interaction ΔR
0.07
F = 5.88
.004*
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized and based on models with all primary variables entered.
*p < .05

Psycholinguistic Analyses
Participants were asked to respond to the open-ended questions specific to the article they
read: “In your own words, what do you believe the perpetrator's intention was? What do you
think motivated this perpetrator to commit these acts?” A minimum word count of 40 words was
implemented via Qualtrics. Participants’ responses were analyzed using the custom dictionaries
(Platten et al., 2019) and psychometrically tested affect dictionaries built into the Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count program (LIWC; Pennebaker et al., 2015). (De)humanization was
operationalized with custom dictionaries created in previous research that used established
validated measures to obtain words representative of main domains of (de)humanization (Platten
et al., 2019). The language analyzed by these custom dictionaries did not reveal sufficient overall
word frequencies to prompt further analyses.
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Psychometrically tested LIWC dictionaries (Pennebaker et al., 2015) relating to positive
and negative affect were also used to analyze participants’ written responses. A one-way
between-subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of perpetrator religious
affiliation on the frequency of positive affect words and negative affect words. There was a
significant effect of the perpetrator religious affiliation on negative affect language, F(2, 111) =
3.36, p = .038, ω2 = .06. Post-hoc comparisons using LSD indicated that the mean scores for the
Muslim perpetrator condition (M = 5.32, SD = 3.34) were significantly higher than the Christian
perpetrator condition (M = 3.72, SD = 2.48), p = .033. The mean scores for the unidentified
(control) perpetrator condition (M = 5.27, SD = 3.21) were significantly higher than the Christian
perpetrator condition (M = 3.72, SD = 2.48), p = .022. Descriptive statistical analyses are
presented by condition in Table 9. These results suggest that the reported perpetrator’s religious
affiliation in media does affect participants’ attitudes and communication of the perpetrator’s
intention and motivation of the crime. Specifically, the results suggest that when participants
read an article with a Muslim or unidentified perpetrator, they use more language relating to
negative emotion (affect) compared to participants who read an article with a Christian
perpetrator. To better understand these results, the content of participants’ responses was
carefully reviewed to identify any themes and the type of negative affect language used in the
Muslim and control conditions. Participants in the unidentified perpetrator (control) condition
seemed to report on the attack itself rather than on any identifying factors of the perpetrator. For
example, “…it sounded like the purpose of a terrorist attack…that was premeditated so they may
belong to a hate group”. Commonly used negative affect words were “violence” and “fear” with
the most commonly used words being “terror” and its other forms (i.e., terrorize, terrorism,
terrorist). Alternatively, participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition used “terror” and
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“violence” and its other forms as well, but one of the most commonly used words was also “kill”
(killed, killing). An example response from the Muslim perpetrator condition is: “The
perpetrator’s intention was to kill as many people as possible and cause terror. They were
motivated by religious extremist brainwashing.”
In contrast to negative affect, there was no significant difference among conditions for
the frequency of positive affect language, F(2,111) = 1.96, p = .146.
Table 9
Descriptive Statistics for LIWC Language Sorted by Condition
Measure

Negative Affect

Muslim
Perpetrator
(n = 31)
M
SD
5.23a
3.34

Control
(n = 46)
M
SD
5.27a
3.21

Christian
Perpetrator
(n = 37)
M
SD
3.72b
2.48

Total
(N = 114)
M
SD
4.78
3.09

Positive Affect

1.82

1.28

2.38

1.93

2.62

1.64

2.31

1.69

Word Count

88.81

62.90

69.93

27.02

80.00

50.43

73.88

47.06

Note. Means with different subscripts within the same row differ at the p = < .05 level by LSD’s
post hoc test.
a Means with different subscripts differ at the p < .05 level by the Games-Howell post hoc test.
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4

Discussion

Pervasive misrepresentations of Muslims in media have reinforced the notion that Muslims are
terrorists. They are also viewed more negatively than non-Muslim perpetrators when identical
acts are committed (Betus et al., 2020; Mercier et al., 2018). The current research examined the
effects of perpetrator religious affiliation on (de)humanization toward Muslims and the
psychology of language used by Canadian undergraduate participants to communicate their
thoughts on the perpetrator’s intention. SDO was considered as an individual difference in the
present study as a potential predictor and moderator of the relationship between perpetrator
religious affiliation and (de)humanization toward Muslims. It was hypothesized that participants
scoring higher on SDO would dehumanize Muslims more than lower scorers, with higherscoring participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition dehumanizing Muslims more in
comparison to higher-scoring participants in the Christian condition. It was also hypothesized
that participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition would use more dehumanizing language to
communicate their perpetrator’s intention compared to the other two conditions. These
hypotheses were partially supported.

4.1 Perpetrator Religious Affiliation and Muslim Dehumanization
The results of this study are moderately consistent with the relevant literature measuring
(de)humanization towards Muslims. Human nature scores were lower in participants exposed to
the Muslim perpetrator condition, demonstrating mechanistic dehumanization toward Muslims,
compared to participants exposed to the Christian and control perpetrator condition, which
exhibited higher human nature scores, demonstrating more humanization of Muslims. These
results are partially consistent with research observing more dehumanization generally toward
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Muslims (Haji et al., 2021; Kteily & Bruneau, 2017; Kteily et al., 2015), although past research
has observed animalistic dehumanization towards Muslims whereby blatant labels such as
“parasites” have been observed in media and the ascription of animal-related words
experimentally (Steuter & Wills, 2010; Viki et al., 2011). Haslam (2006) suggests that
individuals feel indifferent about mechanistically dehumanized individuals, but recent research
has demonstrated a link between mechanistic dehumanization and feelings of fear (Giner-Sorolla
& Russell, 2019). Interestingly, participants in the control condition exhibited higher human
nature scores, indicating the humanization of Muslims, which contrasts past research that
demonstrated the labelling of unidentified perpetrators as Islamic extremists and observed
increased Islamophobic attitudes (Schmuck et al., 2018). Moreover, Muslims are more often
labelled as terrorists compared to the number of terrorist attacks they perpetrate (Dixon &
Williams, 2015). These long-perpetuated depictions of Muslims have been considered a priming
effect that encourages the public to “fill in the blanks” when consuming news with unidentified
perpetrators (Dixon, 2007; Schmuck et al., 2018). The current research findings are inconsistent
with the findings mentioned above and perhaps offer some hope for the effectiveness of
withholding perpetrator religious affiliation in the reporting of a crime in Canada to possibly
reduce the priming effect.
The current study utilized a measure of blatant dehumanization, Ascent of (Hu)Man, to
assess participants’ ratings of the evolvedness of Muslims (Kteily et al., 2015). Results indicated
that participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition reported significantly lower levels of
evolvedness for Muslims than participants in the control perpetrator condition. There was a
marginally significant prediction of lower levels of evolvedness in the Muslim perpetrator
condition than the Christian perpetrator condition. These findings are consistent with the
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research demonstrating more blatant dehumanization towards Muslims following exposure to an
article reporting on a crime with a Muslim perpetrator compared to non-Muslim (Kteily et al.,
2015). Contrastingly, higher levels of evolvedness were observed in the control condition, which
is inconsistent with past research demonstrating increased Islamophobic attitudes of participants
exposed to a nonidentified perpetrator (Schmuck et al., 2018). This was perhaps due to the
priming effect mentioned above (Dixon, 2007) resulting from ongoing misrepresentations in
media that inform public beliefs and attitudes. Furthermore, the current results are consistent
with past research with the Ascent of (Hu)man scale that has revealed a strong relationship to
individual differences relating to group-based inequality (i.e., social dominance orientation), with
more blatant dehumanization toward Muslims occurring in higher-scoring SDO participants in
the immediate aftermath of an attack (Kteily et al., 2015).

4.2 Social Dominance Orientation and Muslim Dehumanization
The individual difference of SDO (Pratto et al., 1994) was measured as a possible moderating
variable based on past research evidencing its strong relationship with (de)humanization
(Costello & Hodson, 2010; Haslam & Loughnan, 2014; Prati et al., 2016; Markowitz & Slovic,
2020). In the current study, SDO was a strong predictor of human nature and Ascent of (Hu)Man
scores when the Christian perpetrator condition was the comparison group, with lower scores
relating to more humanization and higher scores relating to more dehumanization. However, the
most compelling results are the significant interaction effects of perpetrator affiliation and SDO
on human nature and Ascent of (Hu)Man scores. Human nature scores were lower in participants
scoring moderately and higher on SDO when exposed to the Muslim perpetrator condition
compared to participants exposed to the control perpetrator condition. These results are
consistent with past experimental research that demonstrated the moderating effects of higher
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SDO scores on increased prejudice and outgroup distrust (Choma et a., 2018). SDO was found to
be a strong moderating variable for scores on the Muslim item on Ascent of (Hu)Man. Ascent of
(Hu)Man is a measure of blatant dehumanization, whereby participants select how evolved they
believe certain groups to be, with lower scores exemplifying blatant dehumanization (Kteily et
al., 2015). In the current study, participants exposed to the Muslim perpetrator condition and
scoring moderately or higher on SDO reported lower scores of evolvedness for Muslims
compared to those exposed to the control perpetrator condition. This finding is consistent with
Kteily and colleagues’ (2015) research indicating the association of group-based inequality and
blatant dehumanization. These interactions are noteworthy, as (de)humanization was measured
following exposure to one of three articles reporting on a vehicle bombing, with the only
differing detail being perpetrator religious affiliation. SDO was found to be a significant
moderator of these effects in a sample of Canadian university students, who are typically
considered more accepting of diversity (Wilkins-LaFlamme, 2018). Nonetheless, as mentioned
above, the more humanization displayed in the control condition is inconsistent with literature
demonstrating the labelling of unidentified perpetrators as Muslim or Islamic extremists (Corbin,
2017; Schmuck et al., 2018).
SDO was a strong predictor of human nature and Ascent of (Hu)Man scores in the
current study. Higher SDO scores were associated with lower scores on both previously
mentioned measures, indicating more dehumanization. This was expected, as higher scores on
SDO represent a preference for dominance over one’s outgroup. This is often viewed in tandem
with more negative, dehumanizing outgroup attitudes, as dehumanization is a multifaceted
concept that embodies both a threat response and a way to assert one’s dominance (Markowitz &
Slovic, 2020). This can promote intergroup violence and judgment, further exacerbating the
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ongoing negativity among groups (Saleem et al., 2017; Viki et al., 2013). Alternatively, lower
SDO scores were associated with higher scores on human nature and Ascent of (Hu)Man in the
current research, consistent with literature evidencing that lower scores on SDO parallel more
liberal views with supportive and empathetic inclusiveness to groups more generally (Prati et al.,
2016). Such perceptions lead to more humanization of groups, including those defined as
outgroups. The current study further supports the notion that SDO plays an important role in the
dehumanization of Muslims, who are commonly dehumanized and perceived negatively due to
media propagation.

4.3 Psycholinguistic Analysis
Participants were asked an open-ended question to explain what they believed the perpetrator’s
intention and motivation were for committing the vehicle bombing specific to the article they
read (i.e., the specific perpetrator). There were no significant between-group differences for
(de)humanizing discourse in participants’ free-writing responses. This contrasts with past
research that used text-mining to observe differences in (de)humanizing language used to discuss
both Muslims and Christians in newspaper articles and Facebook posts (Montiel et al., 2019).
That research did observe opposing (de)humanizing representations of Christians and Muslims,
with Christians being discussed as “non-believers” and Muslims being labelled “demons” and
discussed in terms of “Satan”. Humanizing depictions related to unselfish bravery for Christians
and heroic brothers for Muslims (Montiel et al., 2019). Moreover, research utilizing custommade (de)humanization dictionaries revealed an increase in the frequency of humanizing
language used to represent Muslims in mainstream media from pre to post 9/11 (Platten et al.,
2019). Those findings were novel compared to research that has observed more dehumanizing
representations in the media following terror attacks (Poynting & Perry, 2007; Steuter & Wills,
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2010; Kteily et al., 2015; Haji et al., 2021). Nonetheless, using the same (de)humanization
dictionaries did not yield significant findings in the present research.
In terms of LIWC affect dictionaries, there were significant differences between the
experimental conditions. A significant difference of negative affect language was observed
between the Muslim perpetrator and the unidentified perpetrator (control) conditions compared
to the Christian perpetrator condition, with a higher frequency of negative affect language used
by those exposed to the Muslim perpetrator and unidentified perpetrator articles. These findings
can be interpreted in the context of research by Markowitz and Slovic (2020), where they present
a link between (de)humanization and affect language measured by LIWC. Their results indicated
that those who endorse more jail time of immigrants tend to use more negative affect language,
and those who support the social harm of immigrants tend to use less positive affect language
(Markowitz & Slovic, 2020). Consistent with the present research, past research has
demonstrated a disparity in the views toward Muslim versus non-Muslim perpetrators
committing identical acts (Betus et al., 2020; Mercier et al., 2018). Research analyzing UK
media found that Muslims were represented in the context of dehumanization and distrust in the
immediate aftermath of the 7/7 bombings in the UK (Haji et al., 2021), whereas non-Muslim
perpetrators committing identical acts are considered mentally ill and humanized in media
(Elmasry & el-Nawawy, 2020; Frisby, 2017).
It is noteworthy that almost half of the current study’s sample was comprised of selfidentified Christians. This might eliminate some outgroup perception for the Christian
perpetrator and therefore speak to the lower frequency of negative affect observed in the
Christian perpetrator condition. Research has demonstrated more favourable and humanizing
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views for one’s ingroup, where Christian participants ascribed more human-like words to their
ingroup than the Muslim outgroup (Viki et al., 2011 cited in Vasiljevic & Viki, 2013).
Some inferences can be made when looking at the language used explicitly by
participants in each condition. For language related to negative affect, participants in the control
condition seemed to report on the attack itself rather than on any identifying factors of the
perpetrator. Commonly used negative affect words were “violence” and “fear”, with the most
commonly used words being “terror” and its other forms (i.e., terrorize, terrorism, terrorist).
Participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition used “terror”, “violence”, and “fear” as well, but
one of the most commonly used words was “kill” (killed, killing). This is consistent with
linguistic research suggesting that using violent language places an onus on Muslims for
intentional acts of violence, and themes of violence, conflicts, and groups are often used to
represent Muslims in media (Brown, 2006; Lemmouh, 2008). Alternatively, a fifteen-year metaanalysis of research on media representations of Muslims revealed the most commonly used
themes included 9/11, terrorism, and war (Ahmed & Matthes, 2017). In the current research, the
words “terror” and “kill” were used with equal frequency by participants in the Muslim
perpetrator condition, whereas participants in the control perpetrator condition tended to use
“terror” and “terrorism” the most. Given that the control perpetrator condition focused more on
the attack itself, the negative affect frequencies are logical.

4.4 Limitations and Future Directions
Although the present study demonstrates significant findings relating to the influence of
perpetrator religious affiliation and SDO on attitudes towards Muslims, this study should be
considered in the context of its limitations. The sample size among this study’s conditions is
quite variable, with the least number of participants being in the Muslim perpetrator condition.
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This could speak to the pattern of findings observed, with the largest number of participants in
the control condition, and the least number of participants in the Muslim perpetrator condition.
The regression findings generally yielded small effect sizes, with analysis of variance results
yielding a small to medium effect size. Additionally, the sample consisted of Canadian
undergraduate students who attend a multiethnic university. Research has noted that university
students attending a Canadian school often hold more positive views towards Muslims, which
could help explain the findings (Wilkins-Laflamme, 2018). Future research should seek to obtain
more participants to appropriately compare effects between experimental groups and look for
consistent methods to obtain a community sample.
There were some limitations to the manipulation of perpetrator religious affiliation.
Thirty participants were removed due to failing the manipulation check question relating to the
perpetrator’s religious affiliation. Of these, fifteen were from the Muslim perpetrator condition,
nine from the Christian perpetrator condition, and four from the control condition. This large
number of incorrect responses could indicate that this single detail was not explicit enough to be
memorable for many participants. Future research could include repeated mentions of religious
affiliation to make this detail more noticeable to participants. Nonetheless, significant differences
were observed for inferential analyses with the final sample.
This research did demonstrate significant dehumanization towards Muslims, considered
with caution in the context of the limitations mentioned above. However, it would have been
informative to have measured (de)humanization towards Christians or non-Muslims for
comparison. Previous research has compared participants’ interpretation and communication of
crimes committed by either a Muslim or Christian perpetrator and found compelling results
(Habib et al., 2019). Research has observed vastly different language used to represent Muslims
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and Christians in media. Montiel and colleagues (2019) analyzed newspaper articles and
Facebook posts from the Philippines, revealing more blatant dehumanizing representations of
Muslims compared to Christians. Muslims were referred to as “demons” and “Satan”, whereas
Christians were referred to as “unbelievers”. More blatant measures of (de)humanization have
yielded compelling results in research by Viki and colleagues (2011), wherein participants were
asked to ascribe either human or animal words to their ingroup (Christian) and an outgroup
(Muslim; cited in Vasiljevic & Viki, 2013). Results indicated that more human-like words were
ascribed to the ingroup rather than the outgroup. These and similar research designs speak to the
overall message that Muslim populations receive more dehumanization and negativity than the
majority. As previously noted, a large portion of the current study’s sample consisted of
participants identifying as Christian (44%), so Christians would have been an ingroup for a large
proportion of participants.
It may have been beneficial to include an item asking participants in the control condition
which religious affiliation they believed the perpetrator belonged to. Past research demonstrated
that participants tend to label perpetrators of terrorist attacks as Islamic extremists when the
religious affiliation is withheld (Schmuck et al., 2018).
Future research should consider exploring the influence of political orientation as well as
SDO. Past research has demonstrated the impact of political ideology on prejudice and
dehumanization (Habib et al., 2019; Markowitz & Slovic, 2020), which might offer more insight
into the group differences observed in the present research. Habib and colleagues (2019) found
that liberal participants were more likely to mention religion as a motivating factor for Christian
perpetrators, whereas conservative participants mentioned religion as a motivating factor for
Muslim perpetrators (Habib et al., 2019). Furthermore, conservative participants reported that
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Muslims would feel less remorse for crimes committed (Habib et al., 2019). The current research
did not assess political orientation, and it might benefit future research to measure this individual
difference. Moreover, although the current study did analyze the language used in free-writing
responses specific to the exposed perpetrator, measuring (de)humanization toward Christians
following exposure to an article reporting on an attack with a Christian perpetrator would fill a
gap in research by experimentally assessing different perceptions on direct measures. Research
has noted the different real-world media representations of Muslim versus non-Muslim
perpetrators (Betus et al., 2020; Haji et al., 2021; Montiel et al., 2019). However, there is a void
in research that directly measures the dehumanization of Muslims versus Christians in an
experimental context following manipulation exposure.

4.5 Implications and Conclusion
Past research has demonstrated the ongoing prejudice and dehumanization of Muslims, believed
to be exacerbated by media reporting. Also, SDO has been demonstrated to be influential on
such attitudes. A newer approach of computerized language analysis has been shown to be
fruitful in linking the language people use to communicate crimes and (de)humanization in a
recent study (Markowitz & Slovic, 2020). The present research integrated all these elements into
one study. The results provide experimental support for the moderating effects of SDO on
(de)humanization and the dehumanization toward Muslims. SDO scores were found to vary, with
higher and moderate SDO scores related to more dehumanization toward Muslims, both as a
moderator and as a predictor of dehumanization in the Muslim perpetrator condition. The control
condition exhibited more humanizing views of Muslims across two measures with the
moderating effects of SDO, which offers some insight into how withholding perpetrator religious
affiliation in a Canadian sample might reduce stigma and dehumanization toward Muslims even
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in those with a preference for societal inequality. Relative to the Christian perpetrator condition,
the Muslim perpetrator condition predicted more dehumanization of Muslims, particularly for
those moderate and high in SDO.
Even though the article passages were identical across conditions in the current research,
except for perpetrator religious affiliation, group differences were observed in the
dehumanization of Muslims in general. This study went one step further beyond closed-ended
measures of dehumanization by demonstrating the effects of the perpetrator’s religious affiliation
on how participants communicated the perpetrator’s intention in their own words. Negative
affect words were used more frequently in the Muslim perpetrator and control conditions than
the Christian perpetrator condition. Language trends differed between the Muslim and
unidentified perpetrator (control) conditions, with negative language relating more to the
perpetrator in the Muslim condition and the attack itself in the control condition. The lower
frequency of negative affect in the Christian perpetrator condition compared to the Muslim
perpetrator condition speaks to the ongoing disparity of views when a non-Muslim versus a
Muslim perpetrator commits an attack.
The present study took an experimental approach to investigate the effects of perpetrator
religious affiliation on dehumanization toward Muslims, and it adds to the growing literature on
computerized language analysis. It extends upon past research conducted with mostly U.S.
samples and provides evidence of the ongoing generalization and dehumanization of a
stigmatized group, Muslims, in Canada. Such attitudes are noted as a predictor of violent
backlash, support for torture, and social harm. These real-world consequences result from
harmful and dehumanizing media representations that maintain prejudice and facilitate
intergroup conflict. The results of this research demonstrate how the actions of one Muslim
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perpetrator continue to generalize to Muslims as a whole. Despite the assumed Islamic extremist
labels of unidentified perpetrators in U.S. research, withholding perpetrator religious affiliation
in the current study led to less dehumanization of Muslims. This suggests the value of an
alternative way to report crimes in Canada to reduce negative outgroup attitudes and possibly
reduce priming effects associated with minority groups. Intervention research may reveal
additional techniques to mitigate the potential damaging outgroup effects of media reports of
crime.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Recruitment Script
The current study is being conducted by Samantha Platten under the supervision of Reeshma
Haji, PhD. You will be asked to complete an online study where you will complete a series of
short questionnaires as well as write a brief response paragraph regarding a news article you
read. This study should take no longer than 30 minutes and will be completed through a webbased survey run on Qualtrics.
Your participation is strictly voluntary. Your responses will be kept anonymous and will in no
way be linked to your name. You do not have to provide responses to questions that make you
feel uncomfortable answering. You are able to withdraw from the study at any time. For
participating in the study, you will receive 0.5% course credit toward your final grade.
Eligibility Requirements: All students are welcome to complete the study. When you sign up,
the study will begin immediately. Please sign up when you have time to complete the study.
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Appendix B: Manipulation Article Excerpts
Muslim Perpetrator Excerpt
At least four civilians were killed in a bomb attack on Sunday, according to the TV channel.
According to initial reports, the attack was carried out using a bomb-laden truck, said the source,
who asked not to be named due to the restrictions on talking to the media. Meanwhile, two more
innocent civilians were killed and five others were wounded after Muslim terrorists detonated a
car bomb on Wednesday. “The Muslim perpetrator was captured alive along with another
Muslim terrorist who came to the area with a bomb rigged vehicle for a second attack,” the
ministry said in a Twitter post.
Operation Peace launched in October to the eliminate ISIS terrorist organization to secure
borders and to aid in the safety of civilians and ensure territorial integrity. Since then,
agreements were reached to force the terrorist organization to withdraw from the planned terrorfree zone. However, ISIS continues attacks despite this.
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Christian Perpetrator Excerpt
At least four civilians were killed in a bomb attack on Sunday, according to the TV channel.
According to initial reports, the attack was carried out using a bomb-laden truck, said the source,
who asked not to be named due to the restrictions on talking to the media. Meanwhile, two more
innocent civilians were killed and five others were wounded after Christian terrorists detonated a
car bomb on Wednesday. “The Christian perpetrator was captured alive along with another
terrorist who came to the area with a bomb rigged vehicle for a second attack,” the ministry said
in a Twitter post.
Operation Peace launched in October to eliminate the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) terrorist
organization to secure borders and to aid in the safety of civilians and ensure territorial integrity.
Since then, agreements were reached to force the terrorist organization to withdraw from the
planned terror-free zone. However, LRA continues attacks despite this.
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Control Article Excerpt
At least four civilians were killed in a bomb attack on Sunday, according to the TV channel.
According to initial reports, the attack was carried out using a bomb-laden truck, said the source,
who asked not to be named due to the restrictions on talking to the media. Meanwhile, two more
innocent civilians were killed and five others were wounded after terrorists detonated a car bomb
on Wednesday. “The perpetrator was captured alive along with another terrorist who came to the
area with a bomb rigged vehicle for a second attack,” the ministry said in a Twitter post.
Operation Peace launched in October to eliminate the terrorist organization to secure borders and
to aid in the safety of civilians and ensure territorial integrity. Since then, agreements were
reached to force the terrorist organization to withdraw from the planned terror-free zone.
However, this terrorist group continues attacks despite this.
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Appendix C: Manipulation & Attention-Check Questions
1. Based on the article you read, what was the religious affiliation of the perpetrator?
a) Christian
b) Jewish
c) Muslim
d) Hindu
e) No religious affiliation was mentioned
2. What type of attack was committed in the article you read?
a) A shooting
b) A vehicle bombing
c) No attack was reported
d) A stabbing
3. Based on the article you read, what was the severity of the attack?
1 = Not at all severe
2 = Slightly severe
3 = Somewhat severe
4 = Quite severe
5 = Extremely severe
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Appendix D: Demographics & Background Questionnaire
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Appendix E: Measures & Scales
Social Dominance Orientation (Pratto, et al., 1994)
1. We should strive to make incomes as equal as possible. a
2. Group equality should be our ideal. a
3. It’s OK if some groups have more of a chance in life than others.
4. To get ahead in life, it is sometimes necessary to step on other groups.
5. We should do what we can to equalize conditions for different groups. a
6. It’s probably a good thing that certain groups are at the top and others are at the bottom.
7. Inferior groups should stay in their place.
8. We would have fewer problems if groups were treated more equally. a
9. It would be good if groups could be equal. a
10. In getting what you want, it is sometimes necessary to use force against other groups.
11. All groups should be given an equal chance in life. a
12. If certain groups stayed in their place, we would have fewer problems.
13. We should strive for increased social equality. a
14. Sometimes other groups must be kept in their place.
15. Some groups of people are simply inferior to other groups.
16. No one group should dominate in society. a
* a Reverse-scored items.
High scores indicate a strong desire for group hierarchy.
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Human Nature (based on Bastian & Haslam, 2010)
The following questions relate to your perception of people of Muslim heritage.
1. I feel like these people have interpersonal warmth
2. I feel like these people are open minded, like they can think clearly
3. I feel that these people are emotional, like they are responsive and warm
4. I feel that these people are superficial, like they have no deptha
5. I feel like they are objects, not humansa
6. I feel like they are mechanical and cold, like robotsa
* a Reverse-scored items.
High scores indicate a strong degree of Human Nature characteristics attributed to the outgroup.

Human Uniqueness (based on Bastian & Haslam, 2010)
The following questions relate to your perception of people of Muslim heritage.
1. I feel like these people are refined and cultured
2. I feel like these people are adult and not childish
3. I feel like these people have self-restraint
4. I feel like these people are rational and logical, like they are intelligent
5. I feel like these people are less than human, like animalsa
6. I feel like these people are unsophisticateda
* a Reverse-scored items.
High scores indicate a strong degree of Human Uniqueness characteristics attributed to the
outgroup.
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Ascent of (Hu)Man (Kteily, Bruneau, Waytz, & Cotterill, 2015).
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Appendix F: Informed Consent Form

INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Study Title: Articles and Reactions to News
Investigator: Samantha Platten
The current research is being conducted by Samantha Platten, MA Psychology student, under the
supervision of Reeshma Haji, PhD.
Participation will involve reading a news article passage. It will also involve writing a response
paragraph, completing a series of short questionnaires, and a short demographics survey, all of
which involve my views regarding the groups I read about. This will aid in the understanding of
the different types of reactions to news but may create mild discomfort due to the passage
content.
The study takes approximately 30 minutes to complete. For participating in the study, I will
receive 0.5% course credit toward my final grade, even if I do not complete the survey. I will be
asked to read a news article, write a response paragraph, complete a series of brief
questionnaires, and provide some demographic information.
Any personal identifying information will remain confidential and will not be linked to my
responses. My information will not be used for any other purpose than what is indicated above.
Data will be collected on Qualtrics software. Data will be securely stored on the Qualtrics’
server, located in Europe, therefore not being subject to the US Patriot Act. The Qualtrics’
policies are compliant with the strict guidelines of the European Union via the Safe Harbor
Agreement, including data encryption and safekeeping. Data will be destroyed after 10 years.
I am aware that my participation is strictly voluntary. I can withdraw my consent at any time,
without penalty. I do not have to provide responses to any questions that I feel uncomfortable
answering and I can exit the online questionnaire at any time. This is a low-risk study, but should
I feel any discomfort, I can contact Laurentian University Health Services at 705-673-6546, or
705-675-1151 ext. 1067, or any of the following resources:
1.

Laurentian University Counselling Services
R.D. Parker Building, 2nd Floor
Phone: (705) 673-6506 E-mail: counselling@laurentian.ca

2.

Canadian Mental Health Association (Sudbury/Manitoulin Branch)
111 Elm Street, Suite 100
Phone: (705)-675-7252 E-mail: info@cmha-sm.on.ca
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3.

Good2Talk Confidential Helpline
Phone: 1-866-925-5454

4.

24-hour Crisis Intervention Services line (Sudbury/Manitoulin)
Phone: (705) 675-4760

If I am concerned about my participation in the study, I can contact Samantha Platten by email at
splatten@laurentian.ca, or Dr. Reeshma Haji at rhaji@laurentian.ca. If I have concerns about the
ethical aspects of the study, I can contact the Ethics Officer at 1-800-461-4030 ext. 2436 or
3681, or by e-mail at ethics@laurentian.ca
By checking “I have read and agree to the above terms and conditions,” I am consenting to
participate in this study now. If I wish, I can print a copy of this consent form for myself.
¨ I have read and agree to the above terms and conditions
¨ I do not wish to continue
Optional: To request a summary of the eventual results of the study, please send an email to:
splatten@laurentian.ca
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Appendix G: Debriefing Sheet

DEBRIEFING SHEET
Thank you for participating in this study dealing with news media and views of social groups.
The purpose of the study was to help understand how views of an entire religious group may be
influenced by acts committed by minority members of those groups. The effects of one’s
preference for group-based social hierarchy were examined as well.
Articles released in the media have been shown to depict some groups, such as Muslims, in ways
that make them seem to be less human – a process known as dehumanization (Haslam, 2006;
Poynting & Perry, 2007; Haji, McKeown, & Matthews, 2018; Kteily, Bruneau, Waytz, &
Cotterill, 2015).
Participants in two conditions read a news article passage that referenced religious affiliation,
specifically Muslim and Christian groups. Participants in the third condition read a news article
where the religious affiliation was unknown.
Please note: Passages in all conditions used content from real online news articles.
However, the religious affiliation was altered in each group and some identifying
information of the original article was removed.
In the Muslim perpetrator news passage, the religious affiliation of the perpetrator of a terrorist
attack was reported as Muslim and a well-known Muslim organization called ISIS was added.
In the Christian perpetrator news passage, the religious affiliation of the perpetrator of a terrorist
attack was reported as Christian and a well-known Christian organization called The Lord’s
Resistance Army (LRA) was added. In the control condition news passage, the religious
affiliation of the perpetrator of a terrorist attack was withheld and no organization was added.
Although you have been informed that the religious affiliation of the perpetrator of the terrorist
attack was altered, as time passes you may be prone to see these passages as true. In
psychological theory, this is known as belief perseverance or the sleeper effect, which is the
propensity to later believe a message that has been previously disproved (Cook & Flay, 1978).
To contest this, it is important to be aware of this potential effect and remember that the passages
in this study altered the religious affiliation of the perpetrator.
Following these passages, participants were asked to write a response paragraph that asked what
motivated the perpetrator to commit these acts. Participants were also asked to answer a series of
questions that measured participants’ attitudes towards Religious groups. Analysis of these
responses will enable us to measure dehumanization of the religious groups following exposure
to the article.
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One of these measures involved rating on a scale with pictures of how “evolved” various groups
are. I apologize if this measure made you feel uncomfortable or even offended you. Typically,
dehumanization is measured using more subtle questionnaires, such as the questions you
answered prior to this scale of evolution. However, for the purpose of this study, we wanted to
also assess a more direct and blatant form of dehumanization using this spectrum of evolution,
which has been greatly used in past research (Kteily, Bruneau, Waytz, & Cotterill, 2015; Kteily
& Bruneau, 2017). By including both subtle measures and blatant measures, we are able to
gather important information to better understand the influence that the reported religious
affiliation has on attitudes toward outgroups.
We hypothesize that reading an article with a Muslim perpetrator (vs. a Christian or an unknown
perpetrator) should be associated with higher levels of dehumanizing responses, within the freewriting, the subtle measures, as well as the blatant measure. Previous research has shown that
more blatant dehumanization occurs toward Muslims in response to terrorist attacks (Kteily et
al., 2015).
The results of this study can allow us to better understand the degree of influence that minor
details, such as religious affiliation of a perpetrator, have on attitudes toward wider groups in our
society.
I apologize for not explaining the purpose of this study at the beginning. Sometimes, when
individuals are informed of the goal, they alter or change their responses to better suit the preset
expectations. When responding to sensitive topics, such as culture and religion, individuals may
respond in a way that is more acceptable to the social norm – this is known as the social
desirability bias (Grimm, 2010). To reduce such effects, we withheld these details in the
beginning. If you knew the full purpose of the study in the beginning, you may have responded
differently to some items. Now that I have informed you of everything, I want to remind you that
you are able to withdraw your consent at this time.
Finally, we kindly ask that you do not disclose the nature of this study to other potential
participants as it may cause problems with our future data.
If you experienced discomfort while completing the study, you may wish to contact any of the
following resources:
1. Laurentian University Counselling Services
R.D. Parker Building, 2nd Floor
Phone: (705) 673-6506 E-mail: counselling@laurentian.ca
2.

Canadian Mental Health Association (Sudbury/Manitoulin Branch)
111 Elm Street, Suite 100
Phone: (705)-675-7252 E-mail: info@cmha-sm.on.ca

3.

Good2Talk Confidential Helpline
Phone: 1-866-925-5454

4.

24-hour Crisis Intervention Services line (Sudbury/Manitoulin)
Phone: (705) 675-4760
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If you have any questions or concerns about the study or about being a participant, you can
contact Samantha Platten at splatten@laurentian.ca, or Dr. Reeshma Haji at rhaji@laurentian.ca,
or by phone at 705-675-1151 ext. 6709 (toll-free: 1-800-461-4030 ext. 6709). If you have
concerns about the ethical aspects of the study, you can contact the Ethics Officer at 1-800-4614030 ext. 2436 or 3681, or by e-mail at ethics@laurentian.ca.
Thank you very much for your participation!
Now that you are fully aware of the real purpose(s) of the study, you have the right to remove
your consent to participate. In which case, your data will be destroyed and will not be used in the
study. Your decision will not impact your participation credits.
¨ Keep my data, I maintain my consent.
¨ Please destroy my data.

